CVP EVEREST

Highvelocity
automated
packaging

Boost your
packaging
strategy
with fullyautomated,
high-velocity
technology.
There are many
driving factors behind
the parcel packaging
designs needed today.
Customers want fast
shipping in sustainable
packaging. Carriers want
lower shipping volume.
Companies want lower
labor, packaging and
shipping costs. While this
can seem overwhelming,
there is a solution that
can solve all of these
packaging issues and
more: automated
packaging technology.
The CVP Everest
Automated Packaging
Solution optimizes
all steps of package
fulfillment by creating
fit-to-size boxes for
variable-dimension,
single- or multi-item
orders. With the CVP
Everest you can see
immediate return on
investment and package
orders with complete
confidence.

Lower labor costs
by an average of 88% while

increasing packaging efficiencies.

Reduction in DIM weight costs

by creating the smallest parcel
needed.

Reduction in material costs

minimize or eliminate void fill usage
with a fit-to-size box. Additionally, we
are agnostic to a fan-fold provider.

Avoid damaged goods

with an extremely strong
box, maximizing the fill rate,
protecting your valuable items
and reducing returns.

High-velocity packaging
allows later cut-off times due
to the speed of packaging,
enabling same day delivery.

Alleviate peak season challenges

with auto-boxing of hard or soft goods,
meeting higher customer and company
demands.

Improve customer experience

with branded corrugate, customized
enclosures and strong shipping-proof boxes.

Strengthen sustainability
and become a leader as

consumers prefer to purchase
from eco-friendly companies.

The pinnacle of automated packaging technology.

The CVP Everest
Automated
Packaging Solution.

One, two, or three corrugate
feeders use fan-fold material
for quick replenishment, reduced
inventory, and usage savings.
We are agnostic to a fan-fold
supplier.

1,100 parcels per hour is
the new standard.
Our fit-to-size automated packaging solution
measures, constructs, seals, weighs and labels
each single- or multi-item order in as little as
three seconds. The CVP also auto-boxes hard or
soft goods without any additional equipment or
operators needed, saving you valuable time and
money.

One, two, or three corrugate
feeders for the lidding process.

Reduce DIM weight dependent
freight costs with the correct-sized
box for every order.

Two lid applications work in
parallel to fully seal each
custom box at high speeds.

Reduce labor costs by an
average of 88% and ensure
smooth workflows even during
peak production periods.

Carrier compliant labels are
created and applied to ensure
accurate delivery. High-speed
print and apply systems.

This proven packaging solution generates the
smallest parcel needed while optimizing all steps
of parcel fulfillment, reducing labor, shipping and
material costs.
Utilized in a variety of industries, including
e-commerce, retail, third-party logistics (3PL),
wholesale and manufacturing, automated
packaging can improve the customer experience
while solving many of today’s shipper’s biggest
pain points.
Single or dual induct stations to
produce packing speeds and maximize
operational efficiency.

Scanner captures 3D image of
each unique parcel regardless
of shape or texture to determine
the minimum box size required.

Increase productivity as hard or soft
single- or multi-item orders are quickly
configured into custom boxes.

Less environmental impact
by replacing material usage
and box size for a smaller
carbon footprint.

Adhesive sealing of the box
bottom is secured by side
guides for complete closure.

Customer focused service solutions
Quadient offers remote support, on-site
scheduled service calls, and a dedicated
OEM parts distribution center.

Extremely strong box will
protect your valuable items
and reduce returns.

Wide Range of Package Sizes
Smallest Size
7.1” W X 9.4” L X 2” H
Largest Size
23.6” W X 23.6” L X 13.8” H
And all sizes in between

About Quadient
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer
experiences. By focusing on four key solution areas including Customer
Experience Management, Business Process Automation, Mail-related
Solutions, Automated Packaging Solutions and Parcel Locker Solutions,
Quadient helps simplify the connection between people and what matters.
Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide in their
quest to create relevant, personalised connections and achieve customer
experience excellence. Quadient is listed in compartment B of Euronext Paris
(QDT) and belongs to the SBF 120 index.
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